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Abstract: This article focus on the current situation, problems and suggestions of energy law education in china. We can
summarizes some main problems in China's energy law education by comparing the development of energy law education
between China and foreign countries in terms of student cultivation, curriculum schedule, university teaching staff, academic
research, and public participation. In order to overcome the difficulties in China's energy law education and comply with China's
"double first-class" construction and higher education's connotative development requirements, China's energy law education
measures include four aspects. First, China must create a "first-class" teaching staff team. Second, China should cultivate
innovative, applied, and integrated development energy law students. Third, China should use journals, research centers, and
seminars to enhance academic research. Fourth, the Chinese government at all levels, universities, energy industry, energy
practitioners, industry associations, and the public should play important roles in achieving co-governance of energy law
education.
Keywords: Energy Law Education, Current Situation, Future Paths, China

1. Introduction
Energy law is a cross discipline of social sciences and
natural sciences such as laws, economics, environmental
science, ecological science, climate change science and
system science. It has comprehensive, technical, multiple
values, and soft law, legal norms and other characteristics [1].
As early as the 18th century and the early 19th century, there
existed laws governing the energy industry sectors such as
coal and petroleum. The oil crisis of the 1970s prompted or led
most countries to speed up the formulation of energy policy
and laws. It is only at the end of the 20th century that energy
law was discussed from the scientific disciplines perspective.
Adrian Bradbrook (1996) is the first person to discuss energy
law education, who analyzed the changes in curriculum
settings and practical development needs of law schools in
common law countries. Adrian Bradbrook believed that
“Energy law should become an academic discipline,”and
hoped that all law schools should incorporate "energy Law"
into the curriculum. Energy law can be set as a compulsory
course or elective course [2]. S. Scott Gaille (2014) analyzed

the pressure of the US law school on the training of lawyers
and other professional talents. He pointed out that law students
should not only learn the theoretical knowledge of energy law,
but also master the energy economy, geography science, and
engineering etc, to adapt to the characteristics of the
interdisciplinary of energy law. Combined with his own
experience, this author analyzed the teaching mode and
important matters that the part-time teachers of energy law
should take in law school [3]. Donna Attanasio (2015)
reviewed and introduced the energy law education in the
United States in terms of the meaning of the energy law, the
goals of the energy law curriculum, the teaching of energy law,
and the faculty [4]. Raphael J. Heffron et al. (2016) reviewed
the energy law education in the UK before 2016. He believed
that energy law education should occupy an important
position in the United Kingdom [5].
China’s legal education started relatively late. The British
and American have a longer period of exploration [6]. There
are few academic studies devoted to energy law education in
China, and energy law is still in the exploratory stage as a new
and interdisciplinary subject. Some scholars have discussed
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the nature of energy law disciplines. Qi Guang and Wang
Xiaodong (2006) believed that the philosophy of energy law
should reveal the possibility of realizing a better energy life
for human society [7]. Wang Canfa and Yu Wenxuan (2008)
[8], Cai Shouqiu and Wang Huanhuan (2009)[9]took the
energy law as part of the environmental and resource
protection law. In this context, they discussed issues such as
energy law curriculum and personnel training. Ye Rongsi
(2009) [10]and Wu Zhonghu (2009) [11]reviewed the energy
legal construction in China in the past 30 years. Sun Yaolin
(2010) found out that China's energy law education was weak
through literature review, and it still could not provide strong
theoretical support for the development of energy law and
energy law education [12]. Xiao qiangang (2009, 2012)
introduced the development of energy legislation and energy
law education in China based on his own academic experience
[13]. Huang Zhenzhong (2014) believed that the international
energy law should become a new branch of international
economic law [14]. Hu Desheng (2017) analyzed the research
object, characteristics, research methodology, derived sources,
and research objectives of the energy law discipline. He
believed that the energy law has become a independent
discipline [15].
From the perspective of academic research on energy law
education in China and foreign countries, In general, the study
of foreign energy law education is in-depth, and its energy law
education practice provides detailed data for further research.
Britain and the United States provide a comprehensive and
systematic summary of the development of the country's
energy law discipline respectively in the form of reports. The
study of China's energy law education mainly remains in the
nature of energy law disciplines, energy law legislation, etc. It
lacks analysis of energy law education development issues,
domestic and foreign comparisons, and future development
paths. This also explains the necessity and significance of the
study of China's energy law education.

2. The Development of Energy Law
Education in China
From 1978 to 1988, China focused on economic
development and consumed large amounts of energy. It did
not attach importance to energy conservation and caused a
serious shortage of energy. During this period, China began to
pay attention to energy efficiency, and established an energy
conservation strategy. In 1980, experts and scholars in the
field of energy wrote the “China Energy Policy Research
Report”, which included the contents of “Energy and Law”.
From 1983 to 1984, a five-person drafting group on
"National Energy Legislation" was established. In 1986,
China issued the "Regulations on Energy Conservation
Management," marking that the energy sector has embarked
on the path of legalization. In early 1980, the Ministry of
Education approved the "Natural Resources and Energy Law"
course in the Department of Law of Peking University. In
September 1980, the Ministry of Justice and the Ministry of

Education held the "Economy Law Teaching Material
Compilation Conference". China published the first law
undergraduate textbook "Economic Law Science." This
textbook includes the chapter of "Energy Legal System" [16]
In 1985, the "Energy Law" was designated as a professional
course in economic law. In 1988, the "Energy Law Tutorial"
was published. This is the first college energy law textbook
published, marking the initial stage of China's energy law
education [17].
According to the legislation on energy, A series of academic
researches and energy law textbooks launched by Chinese
scholars. In 1996, China published the “Energy Law”in the
"Ninth Five-Year Plan" textbook for higher school law. The
Chinese Energy Law continues to develop at this stage, and it
has been widely recognized by the public. From this stage of
2000-2010, there has been great progress in energy law
education, and the pace of energy law and academic research
in China has accelerated. The "Research on Major Issues in
the Legislation of the Energy Law" was completed in 2007,
which has laid important theoretical and methodological
foundations for the legislative work of China's Energy Law.
More textbooks on the energy law are being published, and
talents in energy law education and faculty have been further
expanded, Such as Peking University, Tsinghua University,
China University of Political Science and Law, Renmin
University of China, Beijing Institute of Technology,
Zhengzhou University, etc.
At the stage of 2011-2017, the research level of China's
energy law has been continuously improved. Many energy
law textbooks have been published, and the knowledge system
of energy law has been initially established. Energy law
scholars created, translated, compiled, and published
monographs on the subject of energy law, foreign energy law,
comparative energy law, and international energy law. The
China Law Society has funded a number of basic research
topics in the field of energy law. The energy law teaching and
research have been formed nationwide. The group of energy
law scientists is expanding, and domestic and international
academic (exchange) activities have greatly increased.

3. Problems of China's Energy Law
Education from a Comparative
Perspective
The authors uses "energy law" and "energy law course" as
key words to search out the energy law education of nearly 20
colleges and universities in the United States and the United
kingdom as sample. There are 13 universities from the United
States, which includes: University of Texas, Louisiana State
University, West Virginia University, University of California,
Berkeley, University of Connecticut; George Washington
University, Florida State University, University of Maryland,
University of Oklahoma, Vermont Law School, University of
San Diego, University of Tulsa, University of Utah; There are
7 colleges and universities from the United kingdom, which
includes: University of Dundee, University of Aberdeen,
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University of Queens, London; University of London,
Coventry University, Robert Gordon University, University of
Reading. The authors search the official websites of these
universities and the websites of the American Association of
Energy Law Research (EBA), and selects a total of 70
universities and colleges (including research institutes)in
China. The energy law academic research mainly includes
the publication of selected textbooks and works, academic
papers published in core journals. The textbooks,
monographs, Ph.D thesis on energy law are searched through
different libraries in China, the search spans last from 1990
to 2017.
This paper compares China with other countries (the USA
and the UK) in terms of teaching staff, personnel training,
curriculum, academic research, and public participation, and
then analyze the main issues of China's energy law education.
3.1. The Overall Level of Energy Law Faculty in China
Needs to Be Improved
The energy law faculty in universities in the United
Kingdom and the United States has developed rapidly, and
more and more scholars have recognized themselves as
experts in the field of energy law. Firstly, part-time teachers
play an important role in the energy law instructors in
universities in the United Kingdom and the United States. For
example, some outstanding lawyers from the world's leading
energy law firm's had held a series of lectures at Queen Mary
University in London, England, to support the school's energy
law teaching [18]. The San Diego School of Law in the United
States has established a core academic project with a full-time
and part-time faculty team. They have brought high-level
theoretical research and practical experience for energy law
teaching activities [19]. Secondly, the instructors are
multidisciplinary and have experience in energy law practice.
The special nature of energy law determines that many
teachers have an interdisciplinary background. For example,
before Anita Schiller joined Dundee University's Energy,
Petroleum, and Minerals Law and Policy Center (CEPMLP)
in 2013, she worked at the Wind Science and Engineering
Research Center at the Lancaster University's Department of
Economics and Texas Tech University [20]. Norah, academic
director of the School of New Energy and Natural Resources
Law at Queen Mary University in London, England, is also a
lawyer specializing in international dispute resolution,
especially energy investment disputes [21]. These experiences
helped them to engage in energy law teaching. Thirdly, the
energy scholars’ academic research is in-depth and has an
international frontier vision. Research on energy law is crucial
for energy law education, There are some teachers in the
universities of British and American who specialize in
academic research. For example, Ms. Nora Gallagher, Dr.
Rafael Hefferron and Dr. Rafael Real Arkas have conducted
in-depth research on energy law, they published many related
works and papers. These teachers not only have theoretical
knowledge but also have practical experience. Fourthly, the
composition of the faculty of the Energy Law is relatively
reasonable. Its research team includes academic leaders,
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full-time teachers, part-time teachers, and young teachers. The
level of energy law faculty directly affects the level and
quality of energy law education. According to our statistics on
energy law faculty in nearly 70 colleges and research institutes
in China, there are nearly 100 faculty members (including
professors, associate professors, part-time teachers, lecturers,
and researchers) in energy law teaching and full-time research
in China. The number of professors (full-time) are
approximately 50, accounting for approximately 49%; the
number of associate professors (full-time) are approximately
30, accounting for approximately 30%; the number of
lecturers (full-time) are approximately 10, accounting for
approximately 9%; the number of part-time teachers
accounting for 6%; there are about 5 researchers, accounting
for about 5%. On the whole, China's energy law faculty is
gradually growing. However, compared to the China's energy
strategy and energy law requirements, the total number and
type of teachers in China's energy law education are relatively
small. Few Chinese energy law teachers can combine energy
law theory teaching with practical experience. There is no
hierarchical energy teacher team formed between energy law
academic leaders and other teachers. The young teachers in
the Energy Faculty team need further improvement.
3.2. Talents Training at Different Levels in China's Energy
Law Is Inadequate
The cultivation of students in energy law is the basic
requirement of the energy revolution. British and American
universities attach great importance to training students at
different levels in energy law. some schools will train
undergraduates in the direction of energy law and award a
bachelor's degree in energy law. For example, the University
of Dundee in the United Kingdom introduced a degree in
energy law at the undergraduate level and a bachelor's degree
in oil and gas law [22]. The United States does not have a law
undergraduate education, but the school will cultivate interest
of the undergraduate in energy law disciplines [23]. Colleges
and universities in the United Kingdom and the United States
attach great importance to the education of masters in energy
law. Their flexible and professional teaching methods not only
cultivate their own professional students but also absorb
students from all over the world. The master's program of
energy law in the University of Dundee includes: energy law
and policy, mining law and policy, natural resources law and
policy, oil and gas laws and policies, petroleum tax and
finance [24]. The master's degrees of School of Law in the
University of Texas in the United States include global energy,
international arbitration, and environmental law [25].
Cultivating high-level research talents is the key to the
sustainable development of energy law disciplines. Britain
and the United States attach importance to the cultivation of
doctoral candidates for energy law. The American Vermont
Law School trains doctoral students in the direction of energy
law. Dundee University accepts doctoral students in all fields
related to energy law and currently has a number of PhD
candidates engaged in energy reform and governance research
[26].
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Energy law education and students cultivation in Chinese
colleges and universities have not yet been able to achieve
effective and positive interaction [27]. Compared with the
training of students in the USA and the UK Energy Law, China
has a significant gap in the training of energy law
professionals. Firstly, there are fewer colleges and universities
that cultivate energy law professionals. According to the
sample statistics, there are fewer colleges specialized in the
masters of cultivating energy law(practical types). Only
Peking University host a master program in energy law
(nuclear policy and law). The proportion of institutions with a
master's degree (academic direction) in the direction of energy
law is relatively small. Secondly, the degree of
internationalization of energy professionals training is not
high. The training scope of China's energy law professionals is
mainly limited to domestic energy law learning. Thirdly, the
quality and efficiency of professional personnel training need
to be improved. Chinese universities have fewer types of
energy law courses and they are not closely integrated with
practice. This makes it more difficult to attract students in
energy. In addition, there are not many universities in China
that specialize in training doctoral candidates in energy law.
3.3. Difficulties in the Type and Quantity of Energy Law
Curriculum
The number of energy law courses offered by universities in
Britain and the United States continues to increase [28]. The
common characteristics of these colleges and universities on
energy law courses are: detail-oriented, diversity of species,
internationalization, strong practicality. Taking the University
of San Diego for example: it has been organizing students to
participate in energy law clinic activities every year since
2008, These activities include: organizing students to
participate in research projects at the California Public
Utilities Commission; collaborating with the California Air
Resources Board’s Chief Legal Adviser; providing research
support for the California Energy Commission; participating
in the California Energy Commission’s home appliance
standards-related research; Conducting cost-effective research
in energy company; studying regulations concerning the
United States Environmental Protection Agency's Clean
Energy Program [29]. The energy law practicing course in the
University of Dundee will offer course credits to the energy
law students by completing prescribed internship assignments
[30]. Holding inter-school competitions in energy law is an
important practice. For example, the moot court competition
organized by West Virginia University in the US plays a
significant role in the study of energy law [31].
Fewer universities in China provide energy law courses,
Even if some universities offer energy law courses, their types
of courses are unitary, and they are generally named “Energy
Law” or “Energy Law Research”. These courses cannot meet
the requirements of legal education. There is a gap between
the economic development and the practical teaching of
energy law in China. The practical teaching of the energy law
in college plays a key role in the cultivation of energy law
talents. China has carried out relevant explorations in the

practical teaching of energy law. For example, starting from
2016, the China Energy Law Research Institute will launch the
“Green Energy” Cup. All college law students in china can
form teams to participate in this competition. This is a
large-scale influence of China's energy law education and a
combination of energy law theory and practice. However,
Chinese universities do less practical teaching of energy law.
This also makes it difficult for Chinese graduates of energy
law to meet the needs of social employers.
3.4. Academic Research on Energy Law Can Hardly
Support the Sustainable Development of China's
Energy Law Education
The academic study on energy law in the USA and the UK,
closely follows the requirements of a new round of energy
revolutions and maintains the forefront of academic research
on energy law. There are many well-known scholars and
academic research results. The Energy Law Research Center
has played a prominent role in education. Dundee University
Center for Energy, Petroleum and Mineral Law and Policy has
a long history and has a relatively large worldwide impact on
academic research in energy law [32]. This energy law
research center has cultivated and attracted a large number of
outstanding scholars. On this platform, energy law scholars
discuss leading issues together, publish academic papers with
global influence, and promote the development of energy law
education in the UK and even have global impact. The
University of San Diego’s Energy Law Research Center in the
United States is responsible for studying energy policy issues
affecting the San Diego region and California. They combine
academic research with practical policy analysis, law school
learning, and public education [33]. The Energy Law Seminar
is an important way of energy law education. Universities in
the United Kingdom and the United States continue to
organize energy law seminars. For example, the University of
Dundee in the United Kingdom has set up nine seminars in the
first half of 2017, which are all academic issues at the
forefront of energy law [34]. Every year, the University of San
Diego holds a seminar on climate and energy law. Lawyers,
policy-makers, and researchers from laws and policy around
the country work together to discuss cutting-edge issues in
energy law. Energy law journals play an important role in
promoting energy law education. The British energy law
professional journals are guided by practical activities or
businesses, such as the Journal of Energy and Natural
Resources Law of the International Bar Association. The
United States places greater emphasis on the establishment of
specialized energy law journals through universities [35].
From an academic perspective, China's energy law theory
seems to be in a state of popularization. Academic research on
energy law has not become the basis for guiding energy policy
formulation. The development of academic research on
Chinese energy law is lagging behind. The energy law
dissertation mainly focuses on the reform and modification of
several energy laws. There is a lack of research on theoretical
systems of energy law, research on the convergence of
interdisciplinary, theoretical research on energy law education,
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and new energy revolution studies on energy law. The energy
law academic research teams do not often communicate.
There is no stable discipline paradigm in academic research on
energy law, and the history of energy law education is not rich
enough. China has a certain number of energy law research
centers, but their influence on academic research is limited.
There are fewer seminars and specialized journals devoted to
energy law. The support and protection of energy law
academic research are yet to be improved.
3.5. Public Participation in Energy law Education Is Not
Active
Countries such as the United Kingdom and the United
States have more in-depth participation in the field of energy
law education. For example, the Energy Bar Association
(EBA) focuses on the needs of the industry to discuss how to
teach energy law and how to strengthen energy law education.
Energy industry companies have made great contributions to
improving energy law education, including funding for energy
law education; providing special training and guidance for
energy law part-time teachers; providing authoritative and
professional information for energy law students.
The current shortcomings of China's energy law education
are the lack of public governance, which is highlighted by the
diversification of higher education and the inadequacy of its
ability to coordinate governance [36]. In the energy law
education, there is not a sound communication and interaction
mechanism between the government, universities, companies,
organizations, and other organizations, which has led to the
bad connection between the university's energy law education
and the needs of social practice.

4. The Future Paths of China's Energy
law Education Under the Connotative
Development of Higher Education
The connotative development of higher education insists on
student-oriented; the quality of college teaching, personnel
training, etc. The basic evaluation standard is the level of
academic research [37]. Through the connotative
development, China should give full attention to the
fundamental duties of university personnel training,
innovation and development, academic research, service to
the society, and cultural heritage [38]. The requirement for the
development of energy disciplines in the connotative
development of higher education is to form a strong academic
and creative atmosphere, attract and cultivate outstanding
talents, and enable more universities (scientific research
institutes) in China to grow into excellent institutions. Based
on the analysis of China's first batch of "double first-class"
universities [39] "construction plan" found that education
policy has an important value guiding role in the construction
of the discipline, it is easy to form a reform strategy, to
advance, catch up with the practical strategies. Therefore, in
the promotion of the "double first-class" policy, the discipline
construction of energy law should prevent the narrow
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construction connotation, excessive management, or disregard
the tendency of Chinese characteristics [40]. According to the
development of China's energy law education and the
requirement of intensified development of higher education,
the measures for the improvement of China's energy law
education include: building a first-class faculty; cultivating
first-class professionals in energy law; and promoting the
academic research of energy law; strengthen international
cooperation and exchanges; build a community of energy law,
to achieve co-governance.
4.1. Construction of First-Class Faculty of Energy Law
In energy law education, teachers are strategic and scarce
resources for colleges and universities. The core of energy law
education is to build a first-class faculty team [41]. The
first-class faculty of the energy Law should be a dual-qualified
faculty with deep theoretical knowledge and rich practical
experience. The quality of teachers directly affects the quality
of energy law students and the sustainability of the
development of energy law disciplines. The construction of
China's energy law faculty should pay attention to the
diversity and level of the teacher team. In addition to attaching
importance to full-time energy law teachers, universities
should introduce energy law practitioners. These teachers
have long been engaged in practice and can combine the
theory and practice of energy law.
Cultivating academic leaders and academic elites is the key
to the construction of a faculty team in China's energy law
education. High-level academic team as a strong support is to
achieve sustained and healthy development of China's energy
law education. This is particularly critical in the context of a
new round of highly integrated and complex energy
revolutions. According to the characteristics of the
cross-discipline of energy law, the innovation team of energy
law should ensure that members of different ages and abilities
should have diversified knowledge background, thus exerting
the best overall effect. At the same time, China should
accelerate the training and introduction of a group of energy
law leaders and innovation teams, and actively carry out
international frontier research work to meet the country's
major strategic needs. China should follow the inherent law of
teachers' growth and development, and train young and
middle-aged teachers who are diligent and academically
capable.
4.2. Cultivate Outstanding Creative Students in Energy Law
The quality of personnel training is the lifeblood of the
university, and the cultivation of first-class talents in energy
law requires strong energy law education as a support [42] . In
the process of advancing "double first-class" construction and
the connotation development of higher education, education
plays a leading role in the construction of high-level
universities. In promoting first-class education, China must
take first-class and innovative students as the fundamental
task [43]. Discipline integration can more effectively deal
with "important and complex" issues. Therefore, the energy
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law must cultivate students with the innovation, the
application, the integrated development.
4.2.1. Training Energy Law Students at All Levels
Chinese universities should train energy law talents at all
levels, including undergraduates, double bachelors, masters of
law, and doctoral students. Through the cultivation of
undergraduates, postgraduates, and PhD candidates in energy
law, more professional and high-level talents in energy law
will provide for China's economic and social development.
The universities should actively cooperates with enterprises
and institutions to set up LLM programs in energy law to meet
China's requirements for energy law development.
4.2.2. Setting up Energy Law Courses That Is Conducive to
Professional Training
In order to meet the requirements of the new round of
energy revolution, Chinese universities should be able to
construct a complete energy law curriculum system which can
match the energy industry chains. In accordance with the basic
requirements of the energy law curriculum, the teaching scope
should be determined scientifically according to the principles
of combining theory with practice, reality and foresight, and
generality and particularity. The types of courses can be
learned from foreign experiences and determined according to
the needs of China's energy law practice and research. From a
macro perspective, China’s energy law curriculum system
should at least include energy research, comparative energy
law, international energy law, energy law clinics, and energy
law academic research. From the microscopic point of view, in
accordance with the requirements of the connotative
development of higher education and the requirement for
double first-class education, china should offer energy law
courses with different characteristics, contents and depths for
undergraduates of law, double degrees in law, masters of law
and PhD candidates.
4.2.3. Constructing Textbooks System for Energy Law
Professional Training
In the connotation development of higher education,
Textbooks are the most basic teaching resources for the
training of excellent students in energy law [44]. After
institutional innovation, it fully inspires the participation of
stakeholders, such as scientific research workers, universities,
and book publishers to promote the compilation, promotion,
and use of textbooks [45]. Energy law textbooks are the most
basic teaching materials for undergraduates and masters. The
quality of textbooks determine the quality of energy law
teaching to a certain extent. In order to improve the teaching
quality of energy law disciplines, research on energy law
teaching materials and methods can be actively carried out,
especially the energy law knowledge system, case study
courses, and energy law internships. Through exchange of
experiences, Chinese universities can improve the quality of
energy law teaching.
In order to solve the problems of relatively few textbooks,
academic papers and master thesis in the field of energy law,
china must firstly pay attention to the construction of energy

law textbooks. The construction of China's energy law
textbooks will bring together authoritative experts in energy
law theory and practice from all over the world. On the basis
of summarizing the existing research results, a series of
textbooks have organized and published in china. Through the
compilation of energy law textbooks, china can promote the
formation of energy law knowledge system. Chinese
universities should focus on strengthening the research on the
basic methods and basic categories of energy law research.
And summarize the basic concept system and the principle
system, clarify the relationship between energy law and other
disciplines. And provide standards for university energy law
teaching.
4.2.4. Promoting International Cooperation in Energy Law
Education
Under the background of the connotative development of
higher education and the “double first-class” construction, in
order to meet the requirements of the new round of energy
revolution, China should actively carry out the dialogue and
exchange of international energy policies [46], and strengthen
international cooperation and exchange of energy law
education. On the one hand, China should attach importance
to the employment of foreign energy law experts and support
domestic experts, scholars or students to participate in the
international energy law exchange conferences. Through the
international cooperation and exchange of energy law
experience, an international exchange platform for energy law
will be set up, and promote the internationalization of energy
law education in China. On the other hand, China can
cooperate with foreign universities to establish courses in the
summer or winter holidays. The cultivation of students in the
energy law should encourage and promote“open classes,
shared teaching resources, and international collaboration”.
International cooperation teaching classes can promote energy
law to transform education methods. Through broadening the
channels of foreign exchanges for the construction of energy
law disciplines and conducting exchange visits and exchanges,
we will improve the advanced personnel training modes and
teaching methods.
4.3. Raising the Level of Academic Research in Energy Law
China's academic research on energy law is reflected in the
process of serving the society. This requires us to persist in
conducting problem-oriented research, raising the level of
basic research, strengthening cross-disciplinary integration,
and promoting cooperation between industry and universities
[47]. In the academic research of China's energy law, it is
necessary to reconstruct the energy law discipline system and
conduct a comprehensive study according to the Chinese
context and problem orientation. China's energy law education
should strengthen the academic reflection of energy law
theory and promote the vertical and horizontal extension of
academic research. Pay attention to professional journals,
school newspapers, seminars, etc. to provide a guarantee
mechanism for academic research.
China's energy law has gradually been recognized by the
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public. The academic community of energy law research
contributes to the construction of an energy law academic
system. Under the background of the rule of law and the
energy revolution, energy law research should face real social
problems, find internal features, refine theories and improve
the ability to solve problems. Academic research on energy
law is conducive to building a modern Chinese legal research
system.
The important support for academic research on energy law
include the Energy Law Innovation Research Center, the
Energy Law Series Seminar, and the Energy Law Professional
Journal. Chinese universities should pay attention to the role
of energy law research centers, carry out series of energy law
seminars, and support university journals. Professional
research institutes and continuous seminars provide a platform
for the exchange of energy law academic research.
Professional journals provide a means of dissemination for
academic achievements in energy law and promote debate in
China's energy law academic research.
4.4. Energy Law Community Promotes Energy Law
Education
The governance of higher education requires the joint
efforts of government authorities, universities and the public.
Teaching, research, and social services have gradually become
clear as the mission of the university, and the requirements for
external intervention have become stronger. Under the new
round of energy revolution, in accordance with the
requirements of the connotative development of higher
education and the "double first-class" construction, in order to
deal with the predicament of the construction of the discipline
of energy law in our country, China should pay attention to the
co-governance of higher education. In addition to attaching
importance to energy law faculty, personnel training,
academic research, etc., it is also necessary to form a fate
community for the construction of energy law disciplines
(communities include governments, universities, industrial
enterprises, employees, industry associations, the public, etc.).
4.4.1. Government Plays a Role in Organizational
Management in Energy Law Education
The Chinese government should strengthen the
organization and management of energy law education,
further study the foundation, advantages and development
potential of energy law education, and formulate scientific
development plans. China encourages and supports different
types of universities for differentiated development, and
promotes energy law discipline of some universities to
become the world-class. The government should give
financial support to the university’s energy law education,
introduce third-party institutions to participate in the
evaluation of teaching quality. The government shall improve
the financial performance system in education and make
timely and dynamic adjustments based on the results of energy
law education performance evaluation. The government
should adopt various measures to enhance the quality and
efficiency of energy law education.
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4.4.2. Improve the Internal Governance of Universities
Energy Law Education
The university is a key platform for energy law education.
Chinese universities should "implement the governance
structure and institutional system with the school constitution
as the core." [48] The modern higher education system in
China requires the application of academic energy research
results in universities. In accordance with the requirements of
economic and social development, university energy law
education should become an important contribution to the
energy industry's technological change and innovation drive.
4.4.3. Energy Law Company Plays an Effective Role in the
Supervision of Energy Law Education
The enterprise is the main service target of energy law
education and the final destination of energy law graduates.
Employment is the "touchstone" of the effectiveness and
qualities of university energy law education. University
courses, academic research, and graduates must all accept the
final test of the market. On the one hand, Chinese universities
should improve their professional and practical skills in
accordance with the requirements of the employment of
enterprises; on the other hand, Chinese universities must
cooperate with enterprises and institutions to improve
students' communication abilities and problems solving skills.
In particular, universities should pay attention to the energy
companies’ feedback on students and work with companies to
find solutions. Therefore, enterprises in the energy law
industry must be involved in the quality evaluation of energy
law education.
4.4.4. Energy Industry Association Plays a Key Role in
Energy Law Education
The purpose and mission of the industry association to
participate in the education of energy law is to promote
education modernization and promote the achievement of
social democracy, fairness, efficiency and other goals. The
three main functions of industry associations are participation
in management, social service, and communication and
coordination [49]. Based on the three major functions of
industry associations, the activities that can be carried out by
the industry associations of China's energy law in the
construction of energy law disciplines include four aspects.
First, raise funds for energy law education; encourage more
legal students to choose energy law professions as occupations;
provide scholarships for energy law students; sponsor energy
moot court or dissertation competitions; provide funding for
energy research centers, institutions, etc.
Second, provide training courses for practitioners interested
in engaging in part-time energy law professors. Provide the
university with professors with practical experience in energy
law.
Third, the Association will build bridges for potential
employers of energy law and energy law students. Provide
energy recruitment information for energy law higher
education schools, share academic research results and energy
law education training courses for energy law students. And
provide internship opportunities and share corporate
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recruitment information. The association creates interactive
opportunities and platforms for universities, students and
energy law companies so that all parties can participate in
energy law education.
4.4.5. Public Participation in the Supervision of Energy Law
Education
Energy is closely related to everyone's interests. The public
is the most basic and key “cell” of the energy law community.
They play supervisory roles in the education of energy law.
Public participation in the supervision of energy law education
reflects the basic requirements for the modernization of
China's educational governance. This requires education
departments and higher education schools at all levels to take
the initiative to strengthen information disclosure in energy
law education and respond to public inquiries, queries, etc.,
and ensure that the public can obtain all kinds of energy law
education information in a timely, comprehensive, accurate,
efficient, and convenient manner [50].
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5. Conclusion
Deep-seated structural and institutional conflicts have become
important factors that restricts the sustainable development of
energy in China's "13th Five-Year Plan". Energy law education is
an important support for the realization of legalization in the field
of energy. This article uses literature research methods,
comparative research methods. Combing the current status of
China's energy law education and the urgent needs of a new
round of energy revolution.
Based on the comparison between China and the foreign
countries(mainly the USA, the UK), the authors conclude that
China's energy law discipline construction faces difficulties
and problems. According to the requirements of the
connotative development and "double first-class" construction
of higher education, China should establish a first-class
faculty, cultivate innovative energy law professionals, and
form a community of energy law. The development of energy
law education in our country is a process of “long way”. The
energy law community in china should recognize the current
situation, grasp the new requirements accurately and future
trends of the energy revolution. We can contribute to the
development of energy law education for the world.
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